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i then found quickcam drivers from opengl which i downloaded and unzipped. at this point
i gave up on the idea of a linux driver, as i was already having problems with my current

version. i installed the drivers and went to try and install the sdk with the quickcam
software. the quickcam software downloaded just fine, but when i tried to run it, i got a

popup box saying that i needed the following library files: libgl.so.1, libgl.1.2, libgl.3,
libgl.2.0, libgl.3.1 and libgl. i ran the dpkg -s libgl.1 to figure out which package they were

in. installing each of the library files was simple, and after a reboot, the quickcam
software ran fine. i first tried the most recent beta of quickcam, then i tried my version
which was downloaded from the quickcam.org site. still the same problem. i tried the

32-bit and 64-bit quickcam drivers, with no luck. it just wouldn't install properly. there was
no error message, it just sat there, trying to install, then just jumped back to the screen
where i could select the number of drivers i wanted to install. i did find a file on their site

called binaries.txt which lists the release dates for various quickcam drivers. the one i
have, though, does not show a release date, so i'm not sure if they have ever released it.
the file also lists some other information, including the number of layers and frame rate

that the device supports, as well as other technical information. i tried the quickcam
driver from the opengl website, but that didn't work either. (i tried the 32-bit and 64-bit

versions.) i then tried the quickcam driver that i downloaded from opengl, but it still didn't
work.
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if the reset command
didn't work, you need to

get a new quickcam,
which is easy to do on the

quickcam.com website.
just select the quickcam

model you are using
(which is probably the

next model from the one
you are using) and the

quickcam software
version you are using.
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then, select a serial
number and go through
the payment process. if
you need help with that,
there are thousands of

people out there who can
help you with that.
starting with the

quickcam firmware 1.0.3,
logitech stopped

embedding the firmware
in the device. this is a

good thing, because the
quickcam web cam
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adapter software allows
you to control the camera

via a web browser. this
means you can set up the
camera and then go off

on your vacation. the only
problem is that the

camera does not have
any integrated drivers. so,
you need to download a

few from logitech's
website, and then install

them. the following
command will extract the
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drivers to a folder on the
desktop. the logitech

quickcam driver is usually
located in the following

directory: c:\windows\syst
em32\drivers\quickcam.sy

s if the quickcam driver
for your computer is not
located in the system32
folder, please contact

your hardware
manufacturer. if the

logitech quickcam driver
is corrupted, you can
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remove it by accessing
your system tray and

clicking on the quickcam
icon. to remove the

logitech quickcam driver
from your computer,

follow these steps: in the
start menu, point to

programs, and then click
on accessories. click on

computer, and then click
on the drive letter of your
computer's c: drive. if the
quickcam driver is located
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in the system32 folder,
double-click on

quickcam.sys, then press
the ok button. if the

quickcam driver is located
somewhere else, right-
click on quickcam.sys,

and then click on delete.
drivers for quickcam if

you have a logitech
quickcam webcam, you
can use it in your small

business to provide
technical support to your
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clients from the comfort
of your office. if the

logitech webcam
malfunctions, it's often

because its driver is
corrupted. to quickly fix

the issue and have a fully
functional webcam again,

you must remove the
logitech quickcam driver

and then reinstall it.
removing the logitech

quickcam driver is
straightforward, but you
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won't be able to use the
webcam until you install

the correct driver.
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